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 It is never late when it comes to work in the direction of making wise and healthy career choice
and edificing alluring profile is an initial step in this process. It is a systematic, logical,
research-based method to enhance our chances of achieving our educational and professional
goals. With this aim JM International School, Dwarka organised a workshop on Profile building,
leveraging Social Media and Financial Literacy for the students of class XII. The afternoon
session began with the welcome note of the distinguished guest and resourse person Dr. Angana
Bhattacharyya, Psychologist and head of the profile building team at CCD.

She explained the students about the importance of strong profile and what all the important
points they all should keep in mind while building their CV. The workshop was completely based
on creating awareness among students of class 12 of their expertise, skills, achievements, and
involvement to advance their career options or education goals in order to build their attractive
profile. She demonstrated varied techniques and web resources through PowerPoint presentation
in which she shared various lucrative online resources ranging from “Google Digital Garage” for
various courses for teens to “Money Bhai – Moneycontrol.com” for learning finance and
management, From “Realecole” to “ Young Scholars Programme”, from “ W3Schools for coding
to WIX for developing websites and blogs” and from “ Summer Immersion Program by Flame”
to “ Aspire India Programme” for skill development and financial literacy. In her discussion Dr.
Angana Bhattacharyya also mentioned about famous Social Community Service Providers like
Umeed, Global Cancer Concern India, Give Me trees, Rice Foundation and many more through
which students can involve themselves in community services and create an influential CV. The
resource person also provided the students with various web links and resources to access wide
range of summer schools and internships programmes present in both offline and online mode.
She laid thrust on a real change in the thought process of the students about their selection of
careers and to become a job provider instead of a job seeker. The workshop not only catered to a
wide range of sub-topics but were also fruitful for the students in brainstorming various
opportunities available for them in outside world.




